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To

.Corporate Relation Manager,

Bombay Stock Exchange,

Mumbai.

New Opportunity to propel growth

Jiya Eco India Limited, the wholly owned subsidiary of the company,engaged in the business of

installing burners at retail customer site, have already installed more than 125 burners and is on

track to install around 500 burners in the state of Gujarat in this financial year. This provides the

company with the necessaw head start and to thwart off competitive pressures expected in the

wake of increased acceptability of agro residue based fuels.

The company constantly focuses on research and development to improve its product output and

provide better options to various industry in saving their fuel cost. We are pleased to announce that,
we are also going to provide peilet fire boilers which are predominantly used by chemical industry,
these boilers are of smaller capacity i.e. 500 kg >1000 kg, these pellet fire boilers provides 30%-50%

cost saving in the fuel usage. This expansion would enable us to deepen our footprint in Gujarat and

to satiate the retail demand. This expansion and “focus of SME entities (Retail customer) would

enable the company to de risk its dependency on select few industrial customers and also widen its

customer base across entire Gujarat along with increase in margin . This would enable company to

have a better working capital management going forward.

Our expansion at Gandhidham is on track, the machinery imported from rotomac masters (German

Technology) has already reached the site, the installation of the machinery would being shortly and

testing thereafter. The plant will have 6 mills of pellets, Hammer mill, chipper, cooler, packing
machine, multiple belt conveyor, gripper and moisturizing unit. We expect the machinery to get

commercially operational by November end.The pellets manufactured in Gandhidham will cater to

SME entities i.e. manufacturer of Namkeen, Fursan, bakery etc. and to industries where we would

set up pellet fired boilers. The installed capacity of ~2,60,000 MTPA once fully operational will help
us in sewing the retail demand as well as these new opportunities which arises due to our constant

R & D.
‘

During the last quarter of pervious year, the company, increased the output of existing lines by 25%

by doing a nominal capital expenditure. The pellet plant and briquette now has a rated capacity of

~120k tons p,a. at our Navagam facility, this has helped us in improving our business, which was

evident in first quarter of this year, where we managed a topiine of ~40 crores, which is

approximately half of our previous year revenue for full year Le “'90 crore. We expect our business

to grow at similar pace of first quarter of FY19. Seeing these, the management has also

recommended 1:1 bonus for our shareholders, which is subject to approval by the board members.
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Commenting on the expansion, Mr. Yogesh Patel, Managing Director of Jiya Eco Products limited

said,

"We are extremely delighted seeing the efforts of our Research and development team paying off_

We constantly keep striving to respond to changing business dynamics. Our products ensures 30»

50% savings on fuel cost also, we are reducing also carbon footprint. We intend to fully capitalise on

this and are taking all necessary steps to help the company do so, without compromising on any

quality and profitability aspects of our business"

Kindly take the above on records.

Thank you

Regards

For, Jiya Eco~Products Limited

V.Cv$v(pk

Yogesh C. Patel

Managing Director

DlN: 05147701
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